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ABSTRACT

Frequency dynamic convolution (FDY conv) has been a mile-
stone in the sound event detection (SED) field, but it involves
a substantial increase in model size due to multiple basis
kernels. In this work, we propose partial frequency dy-
namic convolution (PFD conv), which concatenates static
conventional 2D convolution branch output and dynamic
FDY conv branch output in order to minimize model size
increase while maintaining the performance. Additionally,
we propose multi-dilated frequency dynamic convolution
(MDFD conv), which integrates multiple dilated frequency
dynamic convolution (DFD conv) branches with different di-
lation size sets and a static branch within a single convolution
module, achieving a 3.2% improvement in polyphonic sound
detection score (PSDS) over FDY conv. Proposed methods
with extensive ablation studies further enhance understanding
and usability of FDY conv variants.

Index Terms— sound event detection, frequency dy-
namic convolution, dilated convolution, partial frequency
dynamic convolution, multi-dilated frequency dynamic con-
volution

1. INTRODUCTION

Sound event detection (SED) aims to identify target sound
events within audio recordings and specify their onset and
offset times. SED has applications in robotics, automation,
and media information retrieval [1, 2, 3]. The advent of deep
learning has spurred extensive research in SED. Initially, SED
development borrowed methods from other domains but has
since evolved with techniques tailored specifically for SED
[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Among these, frequency dynamic con-
volution (FDY conv) represents a significant advancement in
the field. Widely adopted, including by the winners of the
Detection and Classification of Acoustic Scenes and Events
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(DCASE) 2023 Challenge Task 4, FDY conv improves SED
performance substantially [6, 11]. By reducing the transla-
tional equivariance of 2D convolution in the frequency dimen-
sion and adapting convolution kernels to input content, FDY
Conv has greatly enhanced SED performance. This pivotal
development has inspired follow-up studies [6, 8, 11, 12, 13].

FDY conv originates from dynamic convolution, which
was proposed for efficient convolutional neural network
(CNN), but it involves a substantial increase in model size
due to multiple basis kernels [7, 14]. FDY Conv with four
basis kernel almost triples the number of parameters in con-
volutional recurrent neural network (CRNN). Thus lighter
alternative is needed for more efficient SED. In this context,
time-frame frequency-wise squeeze and excitation has been
proposed [10], but it does not solve translational equivariance
problem of 2D convolution on frequency dimension.

To minimize the parameter increase in FDY conv, we pro-
pose partial frequency dynamic convolution (PFD conv). By
concatenating conventional 2D convolution output and FDY
conv output, PFD conv effectively reduces the model size
while retaining the performance. Furthermore, by introduc-
ing multiple dynamic branches, we can employ multiple in-
dependent FDY convs in single convolution layer. To further
enhance the performance, multiple dilated frequency dynamic
convolution (DFD conv) modules with different dilation size
sets are added to the static convolution branch [13]. Resultant
multi-dilated frequency dynamic convolution (MDFD conv)
outperforms FDY conv by 3.2% in terms of polyphonic sound
detection score (PSDS).

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. We introduce the concept of concatenating static and
dynamic convolution branches for efficient SED, and
adding multiple dynamic branches to further enhance
SED performance.

2. Extensive ablation studies showed the minimum pro-
portions of static and dynamic branches, and also
showed various combinations of FDY conv and DFD
conv branches for optimal performance.

3. Proposed partial frequency dynamic convolution (PFD
conv) reduces the model size by 51.9% while retaining
the performance of FDY conv.
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Fig. 1. An illustration of partial frequency dynamic convolu-
tion operation which consists of dynamic FDY conv branch
and static conventional 2D convolution branch. x and y are
input and output of PFD conv. N and M determine the pro-
portion of output of which FDY conv is applied.

4. Proposed multi-dilated frequency dynamic convolution
(MDFD conv) aggregates DFD conv branches with
varying dilation size sets to outperform FDY conv by
3.2%.

2. METHODS

2.1. Partial Frequency Dynamic Convolution
Partial frequency dynamic convolution (PFD conv) concate-
nates the FDY conv output and the conventional 2D convolu-
tion output. Since only a part of PFD conv output channels are
obtained from FDY conv, the parameter count is proportion-
ally reduced. Translational equivariance of 2D convolution
on frequency dimension does not always harm SED consid-
ering that pitch-shifted sound events are easily recognized by
people thus neighboring frequency bins should share similar
convolution kernels. Thus, some of convolution output chan-
nels could benefit from frequency-wise translational equiv-
ariance. This should be also potential reason why using lim-
ited number of basis kernel for FDY conv is optimal for SED.
Thus, the proposed PFD conv can maintain or enhance SED
performance while reducing the model size. Fig. 1 illustrate
the procedure for PFD conv, where dynamic branch processes
FDY conv while static branch processes conventional 2D con-
volution then the output is concatenated.

2.2. Multi-Dilated Frequency Dynamic Convolution
To further develop PFD conv, we could use more dynamic
branches to independently process multiple FDY convs. In
addition, we could adopt dilated frequency dynamic convo-
lution (DFD conv) for dynamic branches as well. There-
fore, we propose Multi-dilated frequency dynamic convolu-
tion (MDFD conv). As illustrated in Fig. 2, we could apply
multiple DFD conv dynamic branches with single 2D convo-
lution static branch. While multiple static branches could be
used as well, it is simply grouped convolution and is not con-
sidered in this work. While MDFD conv is not as light as PFD
conv, it includes various dilation size sets using multiple DFD
conv modules to further enhance SED performance.

Fig. 2. An illustration of multi-dilated frequency dynamic
convolution operation. It involves multiple dynamic DFD
conv branches and single static branch.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS

3.1. Implementation Details
Domestic environment sound event detection (DESED)
dataset is used to train, validate and test SED models in this
work. DESED is composed of synthesized strongly labeled
dataset, real weakly labeled dataset, real unlabeled dataset
and real strongly labeled dataset [2]. No external dataset is
used in this work.

We extract mel spectrograms from audio waveforms and
input them into CRNN-based SED models. The CRNN mod-
els in this work consists of 7 convolution layers, where the
first convolution layer uses conventional 2D convolution and
the rest convolution layers use FDY conv or its variants for
Table 1, 2 and 3. To additionally apply FDY conv on first
convolution layer, we introduce pre-convolution before the
first convolution on Table 4. When DFD conv modules are
applied, the last convolution layer uses non-dilated FDY conv
as in [13].

Data augmentation methods applied in this work includes
frame shift [2], mixup [15], time masking [16] and FilterAug-
ment [17]. We applied median filter with 7 frames (corre-
sponding to 450ms) for all classes as post processing.

3.2. Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate SED performance, polyphonic sound detection
score (PSDS) was used [18]. For DCASE challenge 2021 and
2022 task4 [2], two types of PSDS were used. Among them,
PSDS2 is more specific to audio tagging than SED, thus we
only used PSDS1 in this work [19, 20]. PSDS results listed in
the tables are the best score from 12 separate training runs.



Table 1. Performance of partial frequency dynamic convolu-
tion models with varying proportion of dynamic branch.

models Params(M) PSDS1
CRNN 4.428 0.410

PFD-CRNN (1/32) 4.794 0.436
PFD-CRNN (1/16) 4.996 0.434
PFD-CRNN (1/8) 5.401 0.442
PFD-CRNN (2/8) 6.209 0.439
PFD-CRNN (3/8) 7.018 0.443
PFD-CRNN (4/8) 7.827 0.439
PFD-CRNN (5/8) 8.635 0.436
PFD-CRNN (6/8) 9.444 0.441
PFD-CRNN (7/8) 10.253 0.443

FDY-CRNN 11.061 0.441

Table 2. Performance of multi-frequency dynamic convolu-
tions models.

models # DYbr Params(M) PSDS1
FDY-CRNN 1 11.061 0.441

PFD-CRNN (1/8) 1 5.401 0.442
MFD-CRNN (1/32) 4 5.896 0.430
MFD-CRNN (1/16) 2 5.566 0.439
MFD-CRNN (1/8) 2 6.374 0.439
MFD-CRNN (1/8) 3 7.348 0.444
MFD-CRNN (1/8) 4 8.322 0.440
MFD-CRNN (1/8) 5 9.296 0.449
MFD-CRNN (1/8) 6 10.270 0.452
MFD-CRNN (1/8) 7 11.243 0.445
MFD-CRNN (1/8) 8 12.217 0.447

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Partial Frequency Dynamic Convolution
The results of PFD conv using various proportion is shown
in Table 1. From the table, PFD-CRNN (1/N ) denotes that
1/N of output channel by FDY conv module and the rest of
the channels are from static convolution. We experimented
PFD conv with 1/32, 1/16 and n/8 where n = 1, 2, ..., 7 as
the number of channels on CNN module in CRNN is multi-
ple of 32; 32, 64, 128, 256, 256, 256, 256 from 1st to 7th
convolution layers. Note that FDY-CRNN is equivalent to
PFD-CRNN with proportion 8/8. The results show that with
a proportion above 1/8, PFD-CRNN’s PSDS is slightly worse
or similar to that of FDY-CRNN, except for the model with
a proportion 5/8. But PFD-CRNNs with proportion 1/16
and 1/32 perform worse than FDY-CRNN. The most efficient
model is PFD-CRNN with proportion 1/8, which only intro-
due 22.0% of additional parameters to CRNN and reduces
51.9% of parameters from FDY-CRNN while retaining the
performance by FDY-CRNN.

4.2. Multi-Frequency Dynamic Convolution
To test the effect of multiple FDY conv modules without di-
lation, we experimented with MDFD conv without dilation

Table 3. Performance of multi-dilated frequency dynamic
convolution models with varying dilation size sets.

models Dilation PSDS1
FDY-CRNN (1) 0.441

PFD-CRNN (1/8) (1) 0.442
MFD-CRNN (1/8) (1)×5 0.449

MDFD-CRNN (1/8) (1)×4+(2) 0.449
MDFD-CRNN (1/8) (1)×4+(3) 0.448
MDFD-CRNN (1/8) (1)×4+(2,2) 0.448
MDFD-CRNN (1/8) (1)×4+(2,3) 0.451
MDFD-CRNN (1/8) (1)×4+(3,3) 0.446
MDFD-CRNN (1/8) (1)×4+(2,2,3) 0.446
MDFD-CRNN (1/8) (1)×4+(2,3,3) 0.451
MDFD-CRNN (1/8) (1)×3+(2,3)×2 0.448
MDFD-CRNN (1/8) (1)×3+(2,2,3)×2 0.449
MDFD-CRNN (1/8) (1)×3+(2,3,3)×2 0.450
MDFD-CRNN (1/8) (1)×3+(2,3)+(2,3,3) 0.451
MDFD-CRNN (1/8) (1)×2+(2,3)×3 0.449
MDFD-CRNN (1/8) (1)×2+(2,2,3)×3 0.452
MDFD-CRNN (1/8) (1)×2+(2,3,3)×3 0.447
MDFD-CRNN (1/8) (1)×2+(2,3)+(2,2,3)+(2,3,3) 0.447

in this subsection. We call this module as multi-frequency
dynamic convolution (MFD conv). The result is shown in
Table 2, where #DYbr stantds for the number of dynamic
branches. Four 1/32 and two 1/16 FDY modules are tested
to verify if 1/8 of dynamic output channels are beneficial,
but the results show that 1/8-sized FDY module is minimum
that does not harm the performance compared to FDY conv.
Furthermore, we experimented on multiple 1/8-sized FDY
modules for further performance enhancement.The results is
that five and six branches improve SED performance, while
still lighter than FDY conv model. This results demonstrates
that multiple dynamic branches enhances SED performance,
possibly by learning different dynamic pattern recognition by
each branch. Also, we infer from the results that minimum
required static branch channel proportion is 1/4 ∼ 3/8 since
less proportion deteriorates the performance.

4.3. Multi-Dilated Frequency Dynamic Convolution
By introducing dilation to the MFD-CRNN model with five
dynamic branches which showed good size to performance
compromise, we experimented on dilating some of five dy-
namic branches in order to diversity the roles by different
dynamic branches. The results are shown in Table 3, where
dilation is notated to show only frequency-wise dilation and
dilation size of 1 (meaning no dilation) is omitted. All dy-
namic branches have four basis kernels. For example, (1) ×
3 + (2, 3)× 2 means 3 dynamic branches are not dilated and
two dynamic branches have 2 non-dilated basis kernel, one
basis kernel with dilation size of 2 and the last basis ker-
nel with dilation size 3. Application of dilation results in
similar or slightly better performance as in [13]. While ap-



Table 4. Performance of multi-dilated frequency dynamic convolution models with pre-convolution and varying channel sizes.
models # Channels Dilation Params(M) PSDS1

FDY-CRNN 8/8 (32,64,128,256) (1) 11.061 0.441
DFD-CRNN 8/8 (32,64,128,256) (2,3) 11.061 0.448

PFD-CRNN (1/8) 8/8 (32,64,128,256) (1) 5.401 0.442
MFD-CRNN (1/8) 8/8 (32,64,128,256) (1)×5 9.296 0.449

MDFD-CRNN (1/8) 8/8 (32,64,128,256) (1)×2+(2,3)+(2,2,3)+(2,3,3) 9.296 0.447
FDY-CRNN 11/8 (44,88,176,352) (1) 19.317 0.434

MDFD-CRNN (1/8) 11/8 (44,88,176,352) (1)×8 18.157 0.449
MDFD-CRNN (1/8) 11/8 (44,88,176,352) (1)×5+(2,3)+(2,2,3)+(2,3,3) 18.157 0.455
MDFD-CRNN (1/8) 14/8 (56,112,224,448) (1)×5+(2,2)+(3,3)+(2,2,3,3)+(2,3)+(2,2,3)+(2,3,3) 30.894 0.433

plication of dilation adds new expanded and diversified dy-
namic branches, it removes the FDY branch without dilation
so it might increase and decrease the performance at the same
time. We interpret the results that as much as DFD conv
branch benefits SED, FDY conv branch also contributes well.

4.4. Multi-Dilated Frequency Dynamic Convolution with
Pre-convolution and Varying Channel sizes
We experimented the effect of additionally introduced dy-
namic branches with expanded channel sizes in Table 4. In
addition, to further enhance the performance, pre-convolution
module with output channel size of 16 is added in front of
CNN module to add MDFD conv to 1st convolution layer.
Without pre-convolution, the input channel size of 1st con-
volution layer is one, thus it is meaningless to extract K
frequency-adaptive attention weights from single channel.
Addition of three dilated dynamic branches with varying di-
lation sizes results in PSDS1 of 0.455, which outperforms
FDY-CRNN by 3.2%. With post-processing, it could be fur-
ther enhanced. However, adding six dilated dynamic branches
results in worse performance, showing that too many dynamic
branches rather harms the performance. While it involves
far more parameters, the results show that several dynamic
branches without dilation helps the performance and adding
right amount of dilated dynamic branches enhances the per-
formance.

4.5. MDFD Conv on SED with Heterogeneous Datasets
To compare the performance of MDFD conv with state-of-
the-art models, we implemented MDFD conv on DCASE
2024 challenge Task 4 baseline and included audio models
pre-trained on external dataset (BEATs and audio teacher
student transformer) [21, 22, 23, 24] as shown in Table
5. Change-detection-based sound event bounding boxes
(cSEBBs) is used as post-processing. Self-training using Au-
dioSet further enhances the performance. Evaluation metric
used is true PSDS1 [25]. The resultant model outperforms
last years DCASE challenge winner without ensemble [6].
Also, ABC+MDFD-CRNN best model performs close to
ATST-SED model with fine-tuning ATST-frame [24]. With
finetuning of ATST-frame or additional AudioSet for training,

Table 5. Performance of MDFD-CRNN with pre-trained
audio models. Pp, mf and cw stand for post processing,
median filter and class-wise. ABC stands for model with
ASTS, BEATs and CRNN. Other state-of-the-art models are
the models trained without additional AudioSet.

models PP tPSDS1
FDY-LKA-CRNN + BEATs [6] cw mf 0.525

CRNN + ATSTframe (frozen) [24] cw mf 0.492
CRNN + ATSTframe (fine-tuned) [24] cw mf 0.583

ABC mf 0.507
ABC + PFD-CRNN (1/8) mf 0.517

ABC + MDFD-CRNN (1/8) mf 0.524
ABC cSEBBs 0.546

ABC + PFD-CRNN (1/8) cSEBBs 0.558
ABC + MDFD-CRNN (1/8) cSEBBs 0.577

ABC+MDFD-CRNN best model is expected to be further en-
hanced [24, 21].

5. CONCLUSION

To reduce the model size of FDY-CRNN, proposed partial
frequency dynamic convolution concatenates output of FDY
conv module and conventional static 2D convolution module.
As a result, by applying FDY conv to only 1/8 of the channel
output, PFD-CRNN reduced the number of parameters by
51.9% compared to FDY-CRNN. In addition, by introducing
more dynamic branches, we introduced multi-frequency dy-
namic convolution module to further enhance PSDS1 from
0.441 to 0.452. Proposed multi-dilated frequency dynamic
convolution applies dilation to multiple dynamic branches
to further enhance the performance. The best model in this
work achieves PSDS1 of 0.455, outperforming FDY-CRNN
by 3.2%. Extensive ablation studies showed that minimum
proportion of dynamic branches is 1/8, minimum proportion
of static branch is 1/4 ∼ 3/8, and non-dilated FDY conv
branches also help performance thus additional DFD conv
branches could be used to further enhance the performance.
Implementation of MDFD-CRNN on DCASE 2024 challenge
Task 4 baseline shows comparable performances to previous
state-of-the-art models without additional AudioSet.
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